
Cytoreductive nephrectomy: is 

it worth doing it?



Role of Nephrectomy in mRCC

• Curative (Nephrectomy + metastasectomy)

• Palliative (To improve symptoms)
- pain related to the kidney mass
- intractable hematuria
- paraneoplastic syndrome

•Cytoreductive (To resect primary tumor in the 
prior to the initiation of systemic therapy for   
unresectable metastases)





Does CN extend survival in the average patient in the targeted therapy era ?

In a metanalysis of two randomized studies SWOG-8949   EORTC-30947, comparing 
nephrectomy combined with immunotherapy versus immunotherapy only, an increased long-term 
survival was found in patients subjected to tumour nephrectomy.



Basing on retrospective studies CN+ seems to reduce the 
risk of death in mRCC by more than 50%

Does CN extend survival in the average patient in 
the targeted therapy era ?



But cytoreductive nephrectomy is the ideal treatment for all patients ?



Patients with estimated survival times < 12 mo or≥ 4 IMDC prognostic
factors may not benefit from Cytoreductive Nephrectomy



Randomized studies?

CN+ reduces the risk 
of death in mRCC by 

more than 50%

Does CN extend survival in the average patient in the targeted 
therapy era ?





*380 events in 458 pts needed over 3 yr, but very poor accrual 

 Amended primary endpoint: PFR at 28 wk (N=98 pts needed)

 Study closed after 5.7 yr with 99 pts over 19 centres

PFR at 28 wk Median OS



CARMENA Trial



Non inferiority trials are intended to show that the effect of a new treatment is not 

worse than that of an active control by more than a specified margin. 

The results of such trials are not as credible as those from a superiority trial. 
(Non inferiority trials -Steven M Snapinn, http://cvm.controlled-trials.com/content/1/1/019).













Is cytoreductive nephrectomy still 

necessary in the era of targeted tx?

Pts with intermediate- or poor-risk metastatic ccRCC

should initially not undergo nephrectomy. If needed, 

nephrectomy can be performed after systemic tx. 

Patients with a short life expectancy or IMDC/MSKCC poor 

risk disease are unlikely to benefit from CN.








